BytePro Enterprise
Enterprise Class Loan Origination Solution
Designed especially for mortgage bankers, banks, and credit unions, BytePro Enterprise is a selfhosted loan origination system that enables you to quickly move loans from origination to sale on the
secondary market.
BytePro Enterprise is built on the latest technology, including Microsoft.NET and Microsoft SQL Server.
BytePro Enterprise is deployed within your network environment, giving you control over your data.

Workflow, Compliance, Service

For lenders seeking a lighter IT footprint, our BytePro Online option includes hosting of your BytePro
database, streamlined product updates and automatic database backups.
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Workflow
Tailor BytePro to your own process vision with powerful and flexible workflow tools

Task Management

Product and Pricing

BytePro’s task management feature automatically
creates workflow steps when needed, where
needed. Embedded metrics make it easy to
evaluate performance, detect bottlenecks, and
manage priority exceptions.

Key product and pricing vendors are integrated
directly into the BytePro platform, enabling your
users to price loans, request locks, and perform
“what if” analyses.

Customization

Document Imaging
Integrated within BytePro is a document imaging
system that makes going paperless a breeze. You
can split, merge, stack, and barcode documents,
and tie them to underwriting conditions.

www.bytesoftware.com

BytePro is ready to use out of the box and can
also be tailored to your unique business needs
with custom fields, screens, documents, validation
rules and macros.

800.695.1008
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Compliance
Our comprehensive compliance features help you avoid costly mistakes

Compliance Audits and Fraud Reports

Reduce unnecessary risk exposure by configuring
BytePro to run compliance audits and fraud
reports automatically when the loan status
changes.
TRID and QM Made Simple
Monitor disclosure requirements, earliest closing
dates, cure requirements, and QM status – all
in real time. Enforce appropriate change-ofcircumstance reasons at the fee level.
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Define granular custom data validity
requirements. Warn or stop a user upon
changing status, printing a document, or
changing screens.
Audit Trails
BytePro tracks every change made to every field.
With a simple mouse click, you can determine
who changed any field and when.

Service
Count on Byte Software to provide industry leading support and service

Implementation

Workflow, Compliance, Service

Validation Rules

Training

Accelerate your timeline with turnkey workflow
solutions and best practices. Let us help you
tackle HMDA, ECOA, Fair Lending and other
business problems. For the do-it-yourselfer, our
team of professionals can share sample project
plans and best practices documentation.

Enjoy access to a library of videos and other
training resources. Our Professional Services
department offers a menu of trainings for
purchase and can develop custom training to
your requirements.
Custom Shop

Technical Support
Our clients enjoy access to knowledgeable and
responsive support professionals.

Powerful customization features allow our clients
to build truly custom-built solutions on their own,
but we also like to help. Talk to our Professional
Services department about what you want to
build in BytePro.

BytePro provides unprecedented control over your loan manufacturing process. Control is good. If you
like control, contact us at 800.695.1008 or email sales@bytesoftware.com.
Byte Software is a business partner of CBCInnovis, a leading provider of credit reporting and real estate
settlement services.
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